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Increasing Values Through
Bucking Practices:
Manufacturing Logs
Our title emphasizes that bucking
(cutting a tree into sections) is in
fact a manufacturing process. Manu-
facturing logs is not a haphazard
activity where you make cuts
according to whim or follow a single
rigid procedure. Bucking involves
meeting purchaser specifications,
employing a variety of cutting
procedures, maintaining quality
control, and making decisions that
influence product values. These are
complex activities characteristic of
any manufacturing process.
Two related approaches help
maximize product values from
woodland properties. The first is
maintaining the product value in
logs manufactured from your
woodland. These quality control
activities include meeting proper
trim requirements, avoiding slant
cuts, making cuts to avoid slabs and
breaks, and generally bucking to
avoid waste and product loss.
The second approach is improving
log values by bucking to meet
measurement or marketing factors.
Log values can be improved by
bucking to take advantage of
diameter breaks, to improve the log
grade, and by bucking to meet
special product requirements.
The complementary approaches
of maintaining and improving
product values determine the suc-
cess of the logging process for
woodland owners.
Characteristics of
log manufacturing
Whether you do the bucking
yourself or use a contract logger,
you should understand certain
characteristics of log manufacturing.
Bucking is most frequently done
as soon as the tree is felled. In some
cases, trees are moved to a landing
where they are bucked to log
lengths. Some mills prefer to do
their own "merchandising" and
haul tree-length or long segments to
the mill for processing.
Bucking is an irreversible decision:
Once you start the cut in the tree,
you have determined the value of
the log you are cutting and the
potential value of the remaining logs
in the tree. This characteristic
demands careful evaluation of the
tree before bucking.
You measure lengths and diam-
eters; you look at surface character-
istics, such as knot size and
distribution; and you evaluate de-
fects with bucking strategies in
mind. Each tree requires this careful
analysis; however, once you attain
some skills, the analysis becomes
fairly quick.
The potential for value improve-
ment with bucking practices can be
substantial for individual trees.
Gains (or losses) can be easily 20 to
3OWo depending on a single cut. In
some cases, a miscut may cause an
entire log to be wasted (creating a
cull log).
Log manufacturing must be
viewed with market conditions in
mind. The relationships and buck-
ing recommendations in this circular
are built on the relative prices of
different grades of logs, poles, or
other special products, and prices in
domestic and export markets.
There can be shifts in relative
prices that would nullify certain
recommendations, although the
analytical approach would still be
valid. For example, the rise and fall
of pole prices could greatly influ-
ence bucking decisions.
You should start with a clear
understanding of current prices and
specifications and then apply them
to your specific situation. You will
see examples later in this circular on
Oregon State University Extension Servicehow to use this information, but
you will need to collect prices and
specifications for your own time
frame and markets.
Bucking also requires knowledge
of the log measurement system used
(scaling system). Much of the
confusion in log manufacturing
centers around the use of the
Scribner scaling rule used by many
buyers and sellers. This rule has
many steps or breaks in the way log
volumes are determined (see figure
1).
If you were to sell logs by weight
or cubic measurement, much of the
confusion caused solely by Scribner
scaling would be eliminated. You
need a Scribner log volume table
and the specific scaling rules for
your area to make bucking decisions
(see "For further reading," page
15). While other log scales are
sometimes used for transactions
(International, Brereton, Doyle, etc.),
this circular uses the more common
Scribner measurement and scaling
rules of the Columbia River Log
Scaling and Grading Bureau (see
"For further reading").
There may be some further
confusion over whether west side or
east side scaling practices are
employed, even though the same
Scribner rules and tables are used
for both. Differences between these
scaling practices are outlined in
Extension Circular 1127, Measuring
Timber Products Harvested From
Your Wood/and (see "For further
reading").
The geographic boundary for the
use of east side or west side practices
is not precisely located. It is
basically the crest of the Cascade
Mountains, but it also depends on
where the logs are scaled, the
buyer's requirements, and your
contract specifications.
Table 1.Sample prices and grade minimums for improving log values
Mm. Sample
length
pricea
Grades Mm. plus Mm. Surface per MBF
(Douglas- diam. trim volume characteristicsdelivered
fir) (inches) (feet) (BF) (partial list) ($)
#4 saw 10b No knot limits. 195
#3 saw 6 12 50 3" knots 220
#2 saw 12 12 60 2½" knots; dis- 240
tributed to
achieve lumber
scale
Special mill 16 16 1½" knots; aver- 265
age 1 per foot of
log
#3 peeler 24 17 1½" knots; aver- 300
age 1 per foot of
log
#2 peeler 30 17 75% clear 340
#1 peeler 30 17 - 90% clear 380
aThese prices are meant to show difference between grades; they do not reflect current prices
in your area.
bAnd at least 33½ % sound.
East side scaling practices remove
some of the problems of taper
associated with long logs. However,
the principles in this circular apply
to east side scaling practices as well,
but the magnitude of gains (or
losses) may not be as great as those
examples shown using the Scribner
rule and west side scaling practices.
Some mills do in fact buy logs by
weight or cubic measurement to
eliminate confusion. Usually these
mills want logs as long as possible,
to allow them to make bucking
decisions and log allocations. You
should evaluate returns from your
woodlands with this approach ver-
sus your efforts to manufacture logs
and market them to various pur-
chasers.
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Maintaining log values
There is a set of log values from a
particular tree that you can obtain
only ifyou follow proper bucking
practices. The Scribner rules and
west side scaling practices are used
in examples presented here to
illustrate ways of maintaining log
values. Table 1 provides a summary
of Scribner grade requirements and
some sample price differences.
Current market prices in your area
may be quite different than those
shown for western Oregon.
Bucking for proper
length plus trim
When logs are bucked into
lengths required by the mill and
processed through a scaling proce-
dure, trim allowance becomes a
major consideration. Some mills
may employ a "special services
scaling" rule that employs scaling120
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Figure 1,The Scribner step function. The inset chart at the upper left is adapted
fromOfficialRulesfor Log Scaling and Grading Bureaus,1982 (see page 15).measurement in 2-foot multiples
and prescribes a minimum trim
allowance of 8 inches for logs
shorter than 40 feet.
When logs are cut without ade-
quate trim, the scaling procedure
requires that the deduction in
volume be 2 feet down to the next
lower length, including trim.
Figure 2 illustrates how a 20-foot
5-inch log (as opposed to a 20-foot
8-inch log) would be scaled as an
18-foot log (with correct trim).
Volume losses may be 11 on a
12-inch, small-end diameter log.
You should find out whether the
2-foot special services rule is in
effect for your job to help guide
your bucking practices.
Normal scaling procedures use a
1-foot multiple to deduct for im-
proper trim. This lessens, but does
not eliminate, value losses. Cubic
scaling is less sensitive to incorrect
trim deductions, and measurement
by weight may reduce incorrect trim
penalties. However, log buyers may
require strict adherence to specified
lengths and trim requirements, with
associated penalties of price reduc-
tions for incorrect lengths.
Reasons for incorrect trim include:
poor measurement practices (for
example, a measuring tape of incor-
rect length, or taping over brush or
limbs with a bow in the tape);
miscommunication of trim specifi-
cations; and slant cuts.
Measurements
Broken tapes must be repaired to
the proper lengths to avoid errors.
Using a stick as a measuring device
is hazardous because it may be
unknowingly shortened and it can
shift during measurements.
Slant cuts
Another value loss is associated
with slant cuts. Slant cuts occur
when the bucking cut is not
20 feet 8 inches
I
---
12 inches
-
Volume with adequate trim of 8 inches (20 feet 8 inches)
100 board feet
Scaled volume deducting for inadequate trim
20 feet5inches
18 feet 8 inches
_=_z-rL ------ ---fl
12 inches
90 board feet
This log section is lost to the owner in the
scaling process because the trim is not ade-
quate and the scaling length is reduced to
18 feet 8 inches.
Figure 2.Inadequate trim and a "special services" 2-foot scaling rule
perpendicular to the log (see figure
3). Slant cuts can reduce the length
of the log for scaling purposes,
especially if later measurements are
based on errors.
When trim allowances are not
met, substantial scaling deductions
(as described above) can occur.
Slant cuts on the top of the tree are
less critical if the measurement point
for length plus trim is to the short
point of the slant cut.
Breaks, splits, and slabs
Improper bucking practices can
reduce values when they cause
breaks, splits, or slabs. The mechani-
cal forces of gravity or binds causeMeasured lengths and expected volumes
20 feet 8 inches 20 feet 8 inches 20 feet 8 inches
IOOBF 5OBF 2OBF
II
I
I ii
I
H18 feet plus trim- h-18 feet plus trim1 20 feet 8 inches 1
90 BF 40 BF 20 BF
I
Ii I
Scaled lengths and scaled volumes
Figure 3.Slant cuts (taper 1 inch per 8 feet; 2-foot rule in effect)
6 in
Figure 4.Improper bucking creates slabs
logs to fall, roll, or twist and
produce slabs or splits in the log (see
figure 4). Proper bucking practices
are described in Felling and Bucking
Techniques for Woodland Owners
(see "For further reading," page
15). Volume losses depend on the
shape of the damage, but grade
losses may be involved as well.
Misbucking defects
When trees contain defects or
breaks, the bucking decision may
determine whether the log is usable
or a cull. Two common problems
are simply overlooking a defect or
break and not bucking out defects
that lower the usable volumes of the
log. When the net recovery of usable
material from a log drops below
one-third of the volume (33½ Wo),
the log is classified as a cull.
Figure 5 shows how bucking cuts
in a tree with a missed break reduce
the value of the log substantially
because products must be recovera-
ble from segments at least 8 feet
long. The volume between the break
and the end of the log is a loss to the
owner.
How many of the defects you cut
out depends on the purchaser's
specifications, but several defects
have severe scaling deductions.
Consider bucking out breaks and
splits, snowbreak, sucker limbs, and
evidence of severe rot or "punky"
knots or wood. The amount of rot
defects you will see depends on the
age and type of timber on your
property.
Avoiding other losses
In addition to minimizing log
value losses during bucking, you
must avoid losses during the rest of
the manufacturing process. For
example, you should avoid damage
to logs during skidding or yarding,
loading, and other log handling.
Damage occurs from machinesExpected length
bucked without taking break into account
32 feet plus trim
:' - Unnoticed
-1 break
I
24 feet plus trim 8feet_j
Scaling length
I
Alternative length
I Alternative length -1
Figure 5.Missed (unnoticed) break creates cull. Because the break will not produce an
8-foot section, volume to next bucking cut is lost. Bucking above break could have
saved this volume.
running over logs, decking blades
that create slabs in logs, grapples
pinching logs, and forks puncturing
logs. Good awareness during log-
ging by landowners and good
contract administration can help
maintain log product values.
Improving log values
You can actually improve both
log volumes and values over some
standard practices by bucking deci-
sions that incorporate knowledge of
the scaling system and marketing
factors.
The first level of improvement
relies on using the taper (reductions
in diameter from bottom to the top
of trees) and the step function of
Scribner scale. Taper is assumed to
be a constant 1 inch in 8 feet for
examples used in this circular;
however, in reality, taper is not
constant and may change diameters
by 2 inches in 2 feet.
The second level of improvement
involves bucking to take advantage
of diameter relationships, log grade
differences, bucking to isolate
defects, and bucking to meet special
log products (poles, for example).
These activities rely both on the
scaling system and marketing
relationships.
Scribner scaling rules use the
small-end diameter inside the bark
of logs. On the top log, you can
readily see the cross section; but for
the other log segments, you either
measure across the top of the log or
measure the circumference and
convert to a diameter. You must
estimate bark thickness or chop off
some bark to get the thickness
reduction to an inside bark diameter.
Taper and scaling
Figure 6 shows how taper influ-
ences the diameters of small logs to
increase Scribner volume by 9 and
6
11%, respectively, with a single cut;
however, cubic volume measure-
ment does not change. This concept
has led many landowners to buck
logs as short as possible to capture
the volume gains.
Figure 7 shows how an 8½-inch
x 65-foot tree segment can be
bucked from two segments to five
segments with a corresponding
volume increase of 42%. The value
gain would be 39% using the log
values in table 1. But these potential
gains are only part of the story.
There are some grade differences
when log segments are bucked too
short to meet minimum specifica-
tions. If the price differential
between #2 saw and #4 saw logs is
significant, the volume gains may
not be reflected in value gains as
much as you might expect. Also,
some mills pay less for short logs
(perhaps 10-15% less) because they
limit their lumber manufacturing
options.
A more difficult problem involves
how the short logs are to be handled
during logging and hauling. If short
logs are bucked in the woods, there
are additional bucking, skidding,
loading, and hauling costs incurred.
Even if you buck short logs at the
landing just before loading, you still
have extra bucking, loading, and
hauling costs.
In fact, you cannot buck all short
logs because you must have some
logs for bunk and wing logs to
contain the load (see Hauling Logs
from Woodland Properties, "For
further reading," page 15). The
bunk and wing logs may be shorter
if you use a truck specifically
designed to haul short logs.
The analysis above and in figure 6
indicates that you should carefully
consider your bucking practices
with the effect of log taper and the
scaling rules in mind. If you
produce all long logs, you may be atExample 1
32ft
l6in l4in
-=-
board feet Scribner 230 BF Total
cubic feet 395a 230 BF
l6ft l6ft
14OBF 1IOBF Total
21.Ocubicft 18.4cubicft 250BF
39.4 cubic fta
250 BF230 BF 20
= = 8.7 Wo BF volume gain
230BF 230
Example 2
32ft
ii{ff :w
board feet Scribner 90 BF Total
cubicfeet 17.6 9OBF
l6ft l6ft
ilin_________________________:z-ncJBin
60 BF
9.7 cubic ft
40 BF Total
7.9cubicft 100BF
17.6 cubic ft
100BF-9OBF 10- 1l.l%BFvolumegain
9OBF 90
The difference is due to rounding.
Figure 6.Volume changes for cutting
short logs (adequate trim is assumed);
adapted from Ramsing, 1980 (see page
15).
a disadvantage because of taper and
scaling rules if the price is not
adequate.
If you pick arbitrary rules (say,
two logs per tree), you may be
missing some opportunities. If you
try to buck all short logs, you may
suffer a price reduction and have
extra logging and hauling problems.
Yet, bucking shorter logs may give
you volume and value gains even
though you have extra costs. You
must assess your own circumstances
and markets to determine your
bucking strategy.
Take advantage
of diameter steps
Figure 1 shows how the Scribner
log scale rule is a series of steps
relating volume to diameter and
length. For example, increasing the
diameter from 8 inches to 9 inches
on a 32-foot log will increase the
volume by 20 board feet or 29%.
Figure 1 is simply a graphic
representation of the log volumes in
a Scribner table. As the diameters
increase, the more opportunity there
is to take advantage of the steps
(breaks) in the Scribner scale.
Even with young trees, you can
take advantage of diameter effects,
provided the purchaser will accept
the lengths you cut. For example,
let's take the same tree segment
described in the previous section
(8½ inches x 65 feet; taper, 1 inch
per 8 feet). In figure 8, we make first
(Text continues on page 10.)Case 1: Long log segment-scaled
65 feet
33ft 32ft
l3in
-rdi.surned
._ . - -
T18½in :. for measurement . - . _.-:- - - -- __I-
#2 saw #3 saw Total
19OBF 7OBF 260BF
$45.60 $15.40 $61.00
Case 2: Routine bucking rule (cut 40- and 24-foot logs)
4Oft 24ft
12 in -_._-_..\_-___
_-.=_=_- _._ = .. -.-- = =-=_- _... jJ
8 ½ in
#2 saw #4 saw Total
200 BF 40 BF 240 BF
$48.00 $7.80 $55.80
Case 3: Cutting short logs
I l4ft l2ft lOft
lOin
#2 saw #2 saw #3 saw #4 saw #4 saw
120 BF 90 BF 70 BF 40 BF 20 BF
$28.80 $21.60 $15.40 $7.80 $3.90
Summary of cases
Case I Case 2 Case 3
Volume differences 260 BF 240 BF 340 BF
Graded volume #2 saw190 BF #2 saw -200 BF #2 saw -210 BF
#3 saw70 BF #4 saw40 BF #3 saw-70 BF
#4saw- 6OBF
Value differences at
uniform prices $61.00 $48.00 $50.40
\
\
7.80
¶55.80
15.40
11.70
/ \ s'r.so
$5.20 +$21.70
Percent differences 8.5'o +39%
)
8½ in
Total
340 BF
$77.50Figure 7 (left).The effect of taper on log volume (adequate trim is assumed for all segments)
Make 3 bucking cuts (includes top bucking cut)
64 ft + adequate trim
24 ft 16 ft 24 ft
l3in ilin
8V2 ifl
#2 saw #3 saw #4 saw Total
150 BF 60 BF 40 BF 250 BF
$36.00 $13.20 $7.80 $57.00
Make 4 bucking cuts
64 ft + adequate trim
12 ft 16 ft 16 ft 20 ft
l4in -_I2in lOin
--- --
ü: 8/
#2 saw #2 saw
9OBF 8OBF
$21.60 $19.20
#3 saw
60 BF
$13.20
270 BF250 BF20 BF
= Volume gain = 8%
250BF 250BF
$61.80$57.00 $4.80
= Value gain = 8:4%
$57.00 $57.00
Figure 8.Taking advantage of diameter steps
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#4 saw Total
4OBF 270BF
$7.80 $61.80three cuts and then four cuts to
demonstrate the volume gain by
taking advantage of the diameter
steps. We'll use even 2-foot multi-
ples and assume adequate trim.
In making four cuts, volume
increases 8% and value increases by
8.4%. Volume increases relate
solely to the diameter steps, but
value increases relate both to
slightly more volume (20 BF) and to
having that volume in #2 saw grade
versus #3 saw grade.
Suppose much larger log seg-
ments were used as examples. The
volume gain percentage may still be
in the 5-8% range, but the absolute
volume gain may be 170 board feet!
That's like getting a 14 inch x 24
foot log for the price of an extra
bucking cut. Value gains may reach
15-18% on larger logs.
Take advantage
of grade improvement
Table 1 shows some of the
diameter, length, and surface charac-
teristics for some grades of Douglas-
fir logs. How can these combinations
yield various volumes and values
from woodland properties and still
match the requirements of the log
purchaser?
In the last example (figure 8) a log
segment (8½ inches x 65 feet;
taper, 1 inch in 8 feet) was cut into
four rather than three segments to
improve volume and value primarily
using diameter breaks. Can further
improvements be made by improv-
ing log grades?
Figure 9 shows the same log
segment with three bucking cuts that
upgrade several of the segments into
higher grades. Because the top log
now contains at least 50 BF, it is a
#3 saw rather than a #4 saw. Also,
the middle and butt segments are
now both #2 saw. Total volume
gained is only 10 BF (3.7%), but
value gains are 7.1%.
Recall the first example of three
bucking cuts in figure 8 and
compare these to three bucking cuts
in figure 9. When diameter and
grade effects are very precisely
measured and achieved, the gain can
be very substantial, even in small
logs.
For these two examples of three
cuts each, volume gain is 30 BF
(12%) and value gain is $9.20
(16%). The intermediate step was to
make four cuts, which improved
volume, but not as much grade as
the three-cut solution.
How about grade improvement in
larger logs? Here is where substantial
gains can be made. Consider figure
10, where the distribution of knots
significantly affects value, but not
necessarily volume. While the figure
does not necessarily show the knot
sizes, it does illustrate how a shift in
knot location through bucking
upgraded a #2 saw log into a special
mill, and a #3 saw log into a #2 saw
log.
A couple of 3-inch knots transfer-
red to the top log allows the middle
segment to be upgraded. There was
no gain in volume, but the value
gain was $14.95 (8.6%).
Improving log values:
Practice and feedback
The examples used to demon-
strate the potential value of improv-
ing both log volumes and values
with bucking practices are meant to
show what gains are possible. For
many beginning buckers, it would
be difficult to achieve these gains
without substantial trial and error.
Also, you must cut what the
purchaser will accept.
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Measuring log diameters to the
nearest fraction of an inch with a
caliper and agonizing over each
bucking decision may seem unreason-
able to many woodland owners.
Yet, this approach is a necessary
learning activity if you want to
achieve some of the gains described
earlier.
Consider your motivation for
improving bucking versus that of a
contractor. If you sell your logs for
$220 per MBF and pay the contrac-
tor 40% of that for harvesting, you
get $132 per MBF. Every 100 board
feet you gain by good bucking will
earn you $13.20.
If you pay contract cutters $30
per MBF (part of the 40%), each
100 board feet gained will yield
them only $3.00 extra. You, the
landowner, have much more incen-
tive to use good bucking practices
and contract supervision.
There are no easy ways to achieve
optimal bucking strategies. However,
if you start with a list of what the
purchaser prefers (or will accept)
and take some sample trees, you can
use the ideas presented here to make
a list of bucking cuts to improve
volume and value. You can carry a
card in your pocket to guide
decisions. If most of your trees are
uniform, you'll soon remember
what's your best strategy.
Many purchasers will come to
your property and work with you on
developing log lengths that are
mutually beneficial to both parties.
They can review your timber stand
conditions to help you get the most
value while meeting their manufac-
turing needs.Make 3 bucking cuts
64 ft + adequate trim
2Oft l8ft
14 in
#2 saw #2 saw
14OBF 9OBF
$33.60 $21.60
Volume gain over the 4-cut solution in figure 8
280 BF270 BF
270 BF
Value difference
$66.20$61.80
$61.80
Figure 9.Grade improvement in small logs
10 BF
= = 3.7% gain
270 BF
$4.40
= =7.1%gain
$61.80
11
26 ft
8½ in
#3 saw Total
5OBF 280BF
$11.00 $66.20110 ft + adequate trim
4Oft 36ft 34ft
l7in l3in
22in
0
--
I 0 ' / - - - ---'---..---'- i'- -----
#2 saw #3 saw #3 saw Total
460 BF 220 BF 70 BF 750 BF
$110.40 $48.40 $15.40 $174.20
110 ft + adequate trim
32 ft 40 ft 38 ft
l8in l3in
22in
Special mill (SM) #2 saw #3 saw Total
430 BF 240 BF 80 BF 750 BF
$113.95 $57.60 $17.60 $189.15
Volume difference = 0
Value difference
$189.15$174.20$14.95
= =8.6ogain
$174.20 $174.20
Figure 10.Grade improvement with surface characteristics (taper, 1 inch per 8 feet). Dot locations match in both log segments.
12Given A thinning operation to be conducted by a woodland owner; tree length
skidding and landing bucking; and the following price schedule and tree
characteristics. Hauling by a self-loading log truck.
Purchaser's specificationsLogs with lengths in 2-foot multiples with 24-, 32-, and
40-foot lengths preferred.
Minimum size5"x 16', or diameter+length must exceed 20for example,5"
+16' =21,nothinglessthanl2'.
Purchase prices#3 saw log#4 saw log
$220.00$195.0024' lengths and up
$187.00 $166.00less than 24' lengths (15 less)
After you get some feedback Owner's trees 50 are 64' to 68' to a5"top, taper of I" in 10'
from the purchaser, you can adjust 50% are 48' to 52' to a 5" top, taper of 1" in 7'
your strategy. Take a sample of five
trees and try to get the most value Bucking strategy
out of them on paper and by carefulTaller trees Shorter trees
measurement. Then, make your 5" x 24'+trim: 30 BF @ $195 5" x 16'+trim: 20 BF @ $166
strategy card to meet your objectives =$5.85 =$3.32
and thepurchaser's requirements 7" x 24'+trim: 4OBF@$220 7" x 32'+trim: 6OBF@$220
(see figure 11). If you have larger, =$8.80 =$13.20
high-valued timber, you should 10" x 16'+trim: 60 BF @ $187 Total$16.52
consider contracting with a profes- =$11.22
sional faller/bucker to get the most Total$25.87
out of your trees. Your own
knowledge can serve as a check on Card instructions the contractor.
Special products f// rnd&p a// re.s5"pô,- /e55. Buck
'ieeded Eohe/p ski'ng orovo,d
Bucking decisions are more corn- ,'siduo/s. Buc- ot/crnd,.'y. plex when special products, such as
poles, piling, or export products are
involved. First, become familiar Tii trees: 5 '.c24'-t,rirn... mQrk first cut
with the scaling rules for the local 7"x 4'++rim....ind7'am. break domestic saw log market, including
purchaser specifications and price IO1xI(O'+trim...-lind (O"diam. break
differentials. Then you can compare
special products to local markets. of bs n'//g,aI' a/2x/tr,n,
7y// & c'pircthd t2 Poles and piling
There are other publications that
treat poles that you should review Shoft b'e.s: 5'X I+trim...mark -cTrtt
(seeEC 1134, Growing and Harvest- 7',cös-trjm...-flrd7'dam. bre.ak
ingDouglas-firPoles, and EC 1127,
Measuring Timber Products Har-
vested From Your Woodland ("For ,/ /G t'cz'é /o,qest /9
"6op further reading," page 15). From a wih a0 up40'
cutting standpoint, you should
study the specifications for poles Other tre.e
and piling provided by the purchaser. -- -
Furthermore, the buyer should - ____ m-
examine your stand of trees before
you begin cutting. The time to select
candidate poles and piling is when Comments The above card and strategy could be developed by a woodland owner
they are still standing. Young who was trying to match purchaser's specifications, log scale gains,
growth stands that have not been and hauling requirements. With the above requirements, some
specifically managed for poles compromises in absolute volume/value gains are made, but they
amount to pennies per log to meet purchaser requirements, avoid short
log penalties, and meet hauling requirements.
Figure 11.Example of a bucking card for a woodland owner (western Oregon)
13might yield 10-30% of the stems as
poles. However, poles may bring
2-2½ times the price of sawlogs; so
you should be very interested in
poles and piling.
When you have a mix of poles,
piling, and saw logs, you will have
to decide which trees will make
poles and piling, and then separate
them from your saw logs. Some pole
companies will do some remanufac-
turing at their mill site. If a tree
segment is rejected as bucked for a
pole, they will cut back the segment
to the lower pole size or class.
If the cutback results in creating
an option where the pole may be
kept in a lower pole class at the same
length or shortened in length but
raised to a higher pole class, the
purchaser will usually pay for the
highest product that can be made
from it.
If a rejected segment is long
enough, they may purchase it as a
saw log. If the entire tree segment is
culled as a pole, they may also
purchase it as a saw log. However,
the saw log pricewillbe far below a
direct shipment to a saw log pur-
chaser, to reflect the extra costs of
handling. You should minimize pole
cutbacks and rejects, or your gains
from poles will be less than you
expected.
Besides specifications for surface
characteristics, sapwood, defects,
straightness, etc., poles and piling
have stringent diameter and circum-
ference requirements. Knots are
particularly important because they
are measured after the segment is
peeled, rather than with the bark
attached.
Take our familiar 8½-inch x
65-foot tree segment and review it
for pole specifications. The tree
segment would apparently fall into a
pole class that has a minimum top
diameter of 8½ inches and a
minimum base diameter of 16½
inches (both inside bark measure-
ments) for a class 2 pole.
However, there are also minimum
and maximum circumference require-
ments for the pole base. These
measurements of circumference are
taken 6 feet from the butt on a
peeled, dry pole, and they may limit
the suitability of some trees as poles.
These may be more suitable as
piling material, which may have
larger top and butt diameter limits.
Various pole purchasers place differ-
ent emphases on minimum and
maximum diameters as opposed to
circumference measurements.
As a bucking strategy, most
woodland owners should start with
a butt diameter measurement and
work up the candidate pole as far as
surface characteristics and defects
willallow. Once you get a good look
at the tree, you can decide on your
best options according to purchaser
specifications and prices. There are
some potential gains by cutting back
a pole to the next lower 5-foot or
10-foot length, provided you can
raise the pole class. Gains may be in
the $30-90 range for this pole-class
upgrade.
It has been stated that many firms
usually account for possible upgrad-
ing during their inspection at the
milisite; however, if you misbuck a
pole in the woods, you may lose an
opportunity to make a saw log out of
the top of the tree plus the 5- or
10-foot cutback section. Your best
advice is to "manufacture" the
highest combined grades of poles
and saw logs out of your trees in the
woods or on the landing.
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In some circumstances, you can
improve tree segment quality by
"long-butting" to bring a tree
segment into a pole class that is a
higher value than saw log combina-
tions of the segment. If the rejected
segment is too short to make a
saw log (usually 12 feet), you have
created some expensive firewood.
However, because pole prices per
piece may be twice those of saw log
values, the practice of "long-
butting" can be to your advantage.
Export products
If you can buck to optimum
values within the Scribner rule
domestic log grades and pole
markets, you can manufacture logs
for export. The specifications sim-
ply change to meet foreign require-
ments. See Extension Circular 1141,
Log Exports and the Private Wood-
land Owner: An Overviewof
Operations and Markets ("For
further reading," page 15). The
export market has some unique
characteristics related to how sales
are made through brokers and the
total volumes needed for ship
cargoes, etc.
From a log manufacturing stand-
point, you must take extra care to
make straight bucking cuts, to cut
limbs flush with the surface of the
log, to cut out defects, and to avoid
damaging logs during handling. The
desired log is a long, straight log
with few knots and tight grain.
From a cost/returns perspective,
if export prices are above domesticmarkets in all grades and most of
your timber meets export specifica-
tions, bucking for export will be to
your advantage. If export prices are
below some grades of domestic logs
or your mix of timber only produces
a portion of logs suited to exports,
then the cost/returns picture is not
so clear.
First, if you can meet higher value
in domestic grades with your logs
than export prices for similar
grades, you should cut for the best
total return from your trees.
Second, some purchasers require
a mix of higher valued logs in order
to accept your lower guality material.
If you direct your best logs to an
export market, you may have
difficulty selling your lower quality
logs in some domestic markets.
Again, you should evaluate your
total returns from each marketing
option.
Other special products
The previous discussion applies to
any special product manufactured
from your woodlands. For example,
specialty markets arise occasionally
for long, clear material for beams,
or for clear, tight-grained logs of
various lengths for moulding stock
or some other end-product require-
ments.
While purchasers will supply
specification sheets, the best advice
is, first, cut some trees to meet what
you think meets the specifications
and then get some feedback from
the purchaser.
Either have the buyer come to
your property or send a load or two
to the mill so the buyer can look at
the logs in the deck. Once you get
the feedback, you can manufacture
the rest of the logs. This procedure
only puts a portion of your timber
assets "at risk" in these special
markets.
Summary
The previous discussion and
examples should have convinced
you that bucking is actually "manu-
facturing" logs. Whether you do the
bucking yourself or supervise
contractors who do the work for
you, you must consider practices
that maintain product values as well
as improve product values. Volume
gains and value gains can be
significant by the practices de-
scribed here.
By first understanding the price
differentials and product specifica-
tions for the domestic saw log
market, you can then compare them
to your returns from poles, piling,
export products, and any other
special products. Your options for
high valued products depends on the
type of timber you have on your
property. Bucking practices can
maintain or improve your products
only if you have the appropriate
timber in the first place.
The relationship between you and
logging contractors or timber pur-
chasers is a business relationship
that requires prudence on your part
to protect your interests. However,
reputable loggers and timber purchas-
ers want to meet your needs as well
as their own. They can be valuable
sources of assistance to you in your
harvesting operations. Make sure
verbal agreements are clearly under-
stood and witnessed; when values
are significant, use written contracts
to clarify responsibilities.
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For OSU Extension Service
publications, enclose the amounts
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Mailing Service, Oregon State
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Garland, John J., Felling and
Bucking Techniques for Wood-
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University Extension Service
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75 plus 25 postage.
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gon State University Extension
Service Circular 1140 (Corvallis,
1983). 50 plus 25 postage.
Landgren, Chal, and Mike Bondi,
Growing and Harvesting Douglas-
fir Poles, Oregon State Univer-
sity Extension Service Circular
1134 (Corvallis, 1983). 50 plus
25 postage.
Oester, Paul, Measuring Timber
Products Harvested from Your
Woodland, Oregon State Univer-
sity Extension Service Circular
1127 (Corvallis, 1984). $1.75 plus
254 postage.
Official Rules for Log Scaling and
Grading Bureaus (Eugene, Ore.:
Columbia River Log Scaling and
Grading Bureaus, 1982). 48 pp.
$4.00 a copy from the bureau
nearest to you.
Ramsing, Kenneth D., "Cubic
Volume: The Log Rule for the
Future," The Log, vol. 4, no. 2,
pp. 7-10.
Starkey, Scott J., and Norman E.
Elwood, Log Exports and the
Private Woodland Owner, Oregon
State University Extension Serv-
ice Circular 1141 (Corvallis,
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